
Accelerate your 
time to value
Confidently build immersive VR training solutions 
your employees will love in just 4 to 8 weeks with a 
little help from experts in instructional design, media 
production and implementation.

Do it yourself

Build immersive training experiences 
with your own team.

Outsource

Get help with script writing, filming 
and implementation.

Continuous support

Get started quickly and stay on track 
with free support.



People learn better by doing. With VR training, 
learners are fully immersed in a virtual, safe and 
distraction-free environment where they can practice 
for complex situations in a consistent, repeatable way. 
Storytelling adds emotion to trainings and improves 
retention, as emotional events are likely to be recalled 
more often and with more clarity and detail.

Our story-based approach 
to immersive learning

Our story-based approach to training combines advanced 
learning theory, behavioral and cognitive science, and 
spatial design into an interactive and highly effective 
learning experience. Learners are in control of their own 
story and are free to make their own choices in a 
hands-on way. This way, they can learn by experiencing 
the consequences from their choices.

”Learning from a well-told story is remembered more accurately, and for far longer, 
than learning from facts and figures.”

Peg Neuhauser, Organizational Psychologist



Guidance at every step 
of your journey
We’ll help you every step of the journey to implement VR 
training in your company. Get up and running quickly with 
product onboarding and workshops. Stay on track with a joint 
impact plan and regular health check-ins.

Questions? Get answers by phone, email, live chat, a help 
center, instructional video library and practical how-to guides.

Strategy & 
planning

Script writing Hardware & 
implementation

Performance 
analysis

Rollout & 
adoption

Filming & 
production



Upskill your team 
with our workshops
Improve the adoption, engagement & impact of VR 

training in your company with our train-the-trainer 

workshops for scenario writing, filming and 

implementation.

Workshops can be followed online through any video 
conferencing software you prefer, or be held 
on-premise. All workshops have a maximum of 10 
participants in order to guarantee the right level of 
personal guidance.

Contact us for detailed information and prices.

Create your first 
immersive scenario

360˚ filming techniques 
for beginners

Advanced 360˚ filming 
& production

The basics of immersive 
storytelling

Implement VR training 
into your business

Advanced immersive 
storytelling



Create your first immersive 
scenario

The basics of immersive 
storytelling

Discover the capabilities of Warp Studio in this 
workshop designed to simplify your transition into the 
world of immersive scenario creation.

● Introduction to immersive scenarios: 
understand the essence of creating engaging, 
interactive experiences.

● Warp Studio: explore the heart of immersive 
storytelling.

● Scenario flow & choices:  learn how decisions 
shape narratives and boost engagement.

● Hands-on experience: craft your first scenario 
under expert guidance.

Unlock the secrets of immersive storytelling in this 
workshop, where we’ll show you how to easily create 
powerful VR training stories.

● Storytelling basics: learn key storytelling 
components, from story elements to 
understanding conflicts.

● Unique frameworks: discover our exclusive 
frameworks and dedicated worksheet.

● Hands-on: delve into interactive non-linear 
storytelling and master short active questions

● Modern storytelling: grasp age-old structures 
and tweak them for today's interactive tales.



360˚ filming techniques 
for beginners

Implement VR training into 
your business

Become a master in the art of immersive video 
creation with our comprehensive 360˚ filming 
workshop.

● Foundations: delve into the essentials of 
360˚ filming, from equipment to camera 
settings.

● Our distinct method: uncover our specific 
approach to pre-production, from planning to 
site visits.

● Engage & learn: participate in a VR training 
scenario, understanding the nuances of 
on-set filming.

● Post-production mastery: navigate the 
post-filming landscape, from stitching to 
publishing, ensuring your videos stands out.

Create impact by implementing VR on all 
organizational levels. From teamwork to scenario 
distribution, we discuss your use case in-depth and 
define next steps for internal growth.

● Teamwork: define team responsibilities and 
manage spreading the word internally.

● Devices and maintenance: discuss device 
options most fit to your use case and their 
maintenance. 

● Trainees engagement: discover different 
distribution ways and how to engage trainees 
with VR scenarios.



Warp VR workshop bundle
Our train-the-trainer creator bundle combines different workshops as a fast-track to learn how to create & 
produce story-based VR training scenarios.

Master the art of crafting interactive VR narratives from basics to advanced techniques. Delve deep into Warp 
Studio's functionalities, grasp 360˚ filming essentials, and adapt age-old storytelling for modern VR. Equip 
yourself to seamlessly integrate VR into your business, enhancing team dynamics and trainee engagement. 

Create your first immersive scenario 360˚ filming techniques for beginners

The basics of immersive storytelling Implement VR training into your business

Online session 1
3 hours

Homework
2-4 hours

Homework
4-8 hours

Homework
4-8 hours

Online session 3
incl. review session
3 hours

Online session 2
incl. review session
3 hours

Online session 4
incl. review session
3 hours



Advanced 360˚ filming & 
production

Advanced immersive 
storytelling

Elevate your 360˚ filming skills with this intensive 
workshop tailored for those ready for the next step.

● Precision audio: master separate audio 
recording for sound clarity.

● Editing mastery: dive into video and audio 
effects for more impact.

● Advanced stitching: perfect seamless 360˚ 
videos with advanced techniques and tools.

● Crew dynamics: utilize a professional film 
crew for faster productions.

● AI in filming: how to use AI for slow-motion.
● Warp Studio tools: optimize trainees 

experience with initial orientation.

Take your storytelling to the next level with advanced 
methods that captivate your audience throughout.

● Setup mastery: utilize setups and payoffs for 
intricate tales.

● Character depth: strategies for creating lifelike 
characters.

● Building suspense: engage your audience from 
start to finish.

● Tailored challenges: balance engagement and 
comprehension.

● Narrative twists: add unexpected layers 
effectively.

● Real dialogues: craft conversations that truly 
resonate.



”I just finished my 2nd homework for review tomorrow with the support team. This helps me to imagine 

how trainees would respond and what questions we can best ask them. Warp VR’s support team did a 

terrific job in explaining this to us. Much appreciated!”

Adinin Talip, Head of HSSE/SP Learning at Brunei Shell Petroleum

“Warp VR’s support team did a terrific job!”



Speed up with help 
from experts
Build immersive learning experiences your employees 
will love with a little help from our community of 
experts in instructional design, media production & 
implementation.

Contact us for detailed information and prices.

Script writing - create story-based immersive scenarios 
with expert advice on writing & storytelling

Filming & production - improve the filming process from 
pre- to post-production

Review sessions - improve your scenarios and ensure a 
smooth rollout & adoption of VR training in your company

Other services - casting, video effects & CGI, lighting, 
makeup, styling, location scouting for filming, hardware



Script writing

Create story-based immersive scenarios with expert 
advice on writing & storytelling.

Collaborate with one of our scenario experts and write 
story-based immersive scenarios according to the 
needs of your business. 

The scenarios will be created using a multidisciplinary 
approach which includes the topic of interest, why it is 
important, who it will be made for and how it will 
affect your business. You’ll also learn more about 
storytelling, asking the right questions, creating 
dialogues for actors and setting the right challenges 
for the best learning impact.



Filming & production

Learn everything you need to know about filming, 
including hiring & preparing actors, finding locations, 
working with actors, editing, adding visual effects and 
stitching.

Our experts can help you film the perfect immersive 
scenario for your business. 

In the pre-production phase, we can assist you in 
finding, hiring and preparing actors for their roles, as 
well as discovering and booking the right locations.

During filming, we bring an experienced 360˚filming 
crew to ensure a high quality result.

In the post-production phase, we help you edit, stitch 
and upload all media to Warp Studio.



Review sessions

Ensure a smooth rollout & adoption of VR training in 
your company, expand to other business units or 
departments, and learn how to convince management.

If you’ve created a scenario but feel like you could use 
an extra pair of eyes and feedback before continuing, 
our immersive and story-based scenario experts can 
give you a hand.

During a review session, one of our immersive learning 
experts will review your scenario and provide you with 
feedback to help you improve it.

● If not filmed yet - give you handy tips and tricks to 
get it ready for filming.

● If already filmed - review the recordings and point 
out what might need updating.



”The collaboration with Warp VR was really great, because we worked together as a team. We knew 

exactly what we wanted to achieve and it was clear who was doing what. For me as Head of Learning & 

Development, it's important to get really good support from the very beginning until the end. So far it's 

been a great success story regarding collaboration and most important the outcome.”

David Gezzele, Head of Learning & Development at Erste Bank

“A great success story.”



Questions? 
Contact our success team.

Ana Ilievska

Customer Success Manager

ana@warpvr.com

Danny de Bruijn

Chief Experience Officer

danny@warpvr.com

mailto:ana@warpvr.com
mailto:danny@warpvr.com


Immersive learning & onboarding



www.warpvr.com 

https://www.warpvr.com

